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In our previous paper (Phys. Rev. B 89, 165430 (2014)) we have found that in graphene, in
distinction to the four occupied bands, which can be described by the simple tight-binding model
(TBM) with four atomic orbitals per atom, the two lowest lying at the Γ-point unoccupied bands
(one of them of a σ type and the other of a pi type) can not be described by such model. In the
present work we suggest a minimalistic model for these two bands, based on (nearly) free electrons
model (FEM), which correctly describes the symmetry of these bands, their dispersion law and their
localization with respect to the graphene plane.
PACS numbers: 73.22.Pr
I. INTRODUCTION
In the course of the study of graphite and a graphite
monolayer, called graphene, understanding of the sym-
metries of the electron dispersion law in graphene was
of crucial importance. Actually, the symmetry classifica-
tion of the energy bands in graphene was presented nearly
60 years ago by Lomer in his seminal paper1. Later the
subject was analyzed by Slonczewski andWeiss2, Dressel-
haus and Dresselhaus3, Bassani and Parravicini4, Malard
et al5, Manes6 and others. Note that the first attempt
to apply the TBM to the calculation of the electrons dis-
persion law in graphene (graphite) was done already in
1935 by F. Hund and B. Mrowka7.
In our previous publication8 we compared the clas-
sification of the electron bands in graphene, obtained
by group theory algebra in the framework of a tight-
binding model (TBM), with that calculated in a density-
functional-theory (DFT) local-density approximation
framework. Identification in the DFT band structure of
all eight energy bands (four valence and four conduction
bands) corresponding to the TBM-derived energy bands
was performed and the corresponding analysis was pre-
sented. The four occupied (three σ -like and one π -like)
and three unoccupied (two σ -like and one π -like) bands
given by the DFT closely correspond to those predicted
by the TBM, both by their symmetry and their disper-
sion law. However, the two lowest lying at the Γ-point
unoccupied bands (one of them of a σ -like type and
the other of a π-like one), were found to be not of the
TBM type in accord with the earlier publications9–11.
Moreover, recently it was shown that indeed these two
states resemble the lowest-energy members of the image-
potential states series predicted to exist in vicinity of
the graphene monolayer when the potential shape on
the vacuum side is modified to a correct asymptotic
∼ −1/4z behavior12. Indeed such unoccupied image-
potential states at the solid surfaces13 were a subject
of extensive theoretical and experimental investigation
during several decades14–16. Recently image-potential
states were observed on graphene absorbed on differ-
ent substrates17–23, whereas the two lowest-energy mem-
bers of an image series of a pure graphene were detected
for graphene placed of a SiC surface24–26. Moreover a
transformation of such states in carbon nanotubes and
fullerenes27,28 or an evolution of the lowest-energy sym-
metric state into a widely discussed interlayer band29–31
in graphite upon increasing of number of the graphene
layers was studied24,25,32.
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FIG. 1: (color online) Graphene band structure. The
dotted line shows the Fermi energy. The grey area
corresponds to the vacuum continuum states. The
non-TBM bands of our interest are plotted with
long-dashed (red) and short-dashed (blue) lines. The
upper bands merge into scattering resonances of
graphene33,34, which is schematically shown with
dashed (black) endings of lines.
In Fig. 1 we reproduce the results of the band structure
2calculations with symmetry labelling of the occupied and
the lowest lying unoccupied bands. The TBM bands are
plotted in solid lines, σ non-TBM band - in long dashed,
π non-TBM band - in dotted line. To understand the
symmetry classification of the bands one should remem-
ber that the group of wave vector k at the Γ point is D6h;
at the K point – D3h; at the point M – D2h. The group
of wave vector k at each of the lines constituting triangle
Γ−K−M is C2v35,36. Representations of the groups can
be found in the book by Landau and Lifshitz37. Honey-
comb lattice and its Brillouine zone with the symmetry
points are presented on Fig. 2. One of rotations U2 for
FIG. 2: Honeycomb lattice and its Brillouin zone.
the D6h group is about the direction Γ − K. Rotation
Cz2 for the D2h group is about the normal to graphene
plane, rotation Cx2 - about the Γ−M line. Reflection σv
for the C2v groups is relative to the plane of graphene.
The mathematical details of the symmetry analysis in
TBM are presented in Section III.
II. FREE ELECTRONS MODEL BANDS
Let us start this Section from explaining what do we
mean by saying that a given electron band is not a
tight-binding one. In our previous publication8 we have
pointed that the symmetry of the two low lying unoc-
cupied bands contradicts to the predictions of the tight-
binding model (with the four atomic orbitals considered).
We have also shown that their localization with respect
to graphene plane is drastically different from that of oc-
cupied bands and also of π∗ band. In the present Section
we make another step in this direction. We point that
both the symmetry and the dispersion law of these two
bands can be obtained in the framework of the model
opposite to the tight-binding model – the (nearly) free
electrons model.
The difference between the TBM and non-TBM states
is evident from the Figures in our previous publication8
presenting electron density. The former are localized in
the vicinity of graphene plane within a distance of the
order of graphene lattice constant a. The latter are lo-
calized within a distance µa, where µ ≫ 1. It means
that while calculating the dispersion law with its typical
energy scale ~2/ma2 ∼ 1 eV, for the non-TBM bands in
zero order approximation with respect to parameter 1/µ
we can ignore the z dependence of the wave functions.
In addition, when looking on Fig. 1 one notices that the
dispersion of the two non-TBM bands follow very closely
the continuum bottom lines, which present the dispersion
law of the free electrons, staying below them.
Hence we can formulate a minimalistic model for the
non-TBM bands by considering them as (nearly) free
electrons model (FEM) bands, more specifically by pre-
senting their wave functions in the factorised form
ψk(x, y, z) = fk(z)φk(x, y), (1)
where φk(x, y) are (nearly) free electron wave functions
corresponding to the continuum bottom, and the func-
tions f(z) are determined by the boundary conditions
lim
z→±∞
fk(z)) = 0. (2)
For the σ band f(z) is an even function, and for the π
band – an odd one. The multiplier f(z) would give a first
order with respect to parameter 1/µ negative correction
to the dispersion of the FEM bands, putting them slightly
below the continuum bottom. However, for the symme-
try analysis presented below, this multiplier is irrelevant,
apart from the fact of its parity, the former distinguishing
between σ and π band.
According to the nearly-free-electron model, the wave
functions of the states inside the Brillouin zone are just
plane waves. On the boundaries of the zone they are
combinations of small number of plane waves39. Thus,
on the lines Γ−K and Γ−M φk(x, y) = eik·r; on the line
K−M , φk(x, y) is an arbitrary linear combinations of two
plane waves: eik·r and the other one, corresponding to
the equivalent point on the opposite edge of the hexagon,
forming the boundary of the Brillouin zone; at the point
K, φK(x, y) is a linear combination of three plane waves
eiK1·r, eiK2·r, eiK3·r corresponding to the three equivalent
vertices of the hexagon K1,2,3.
Our assumption allows to derive the symmetry real-
ized by each of the two bands from the symmetry of
plane waves with respect to rotations and reflections in
the plane (and the symmetry of the function f(z) with
respect to reflection in the z = 0 plane).
Thus we immediately obtain that at the point Γ, the σ
band realizes representation A1g, and the π – represen-
tation A2u. At the lines Γ −K and Γ −M , the σ band
realizes representation A1, and the π – representationB2.
At the line K −M the function f(z)× (sum of the ex-
ponents) realizes A1 representation of C2v for even f(z),
and B2 representation for odd f(z); the function f(z)×
(difference of the exponents) realizes B1 representation
for even f(z), and A2 representation for odd f(z). One
can expect that the two bands considered correspond to
symmetric combinations of the plane waves.
At the point M the function f(z)× (sum of the expo-
nents) realizes Ag representation of D2h for even f(z),
and B1u representation for odd f(z); the function f(z)×
(difference of the exponents) realizes B3u representation
of D2h for even f(z), and B2g representation for odd
3f(z). Again, one can expect that the two bands consid-
ered would correspond to symmetric combinations of the
plane waves.
To expand the representation realized by the plane
waves at the point K we may use equation37
a(α) =
1
g
∑
G
χ(G)χα(G)∗, (3)
where a(α) shows how many times an irreducible repre-
sentation α of the group (in our case D3h) occurs in the
expansion, g is the number of elements in the group, G
is an arbitrary element of the group, χ(G) is the char-
acter of the element in the origional representation, and
χα(G) is the character of the element in the irreducible
representation α.
Taking into account the table of the characters of the
irreducible representations of the group D3h we get that
at the pointK the functions f(z)×{eiK1·r, eiK2·r, eiK3·r}
realize A′1 + E
′ representation of D3h for even f(z), and
A′′2 +E
′′ representation for odd f(z)40. More specifically,
according to the FEM39, in the vicinity of the K point
there are 3 σ and 3 π bands which are linear combinations
of the 3 plane waves, corresponding to the equivalent
vertices of the Brillouine zone hexagon (multiplied by
the appropriate f(z) functions. Judging by the band
structure presented on Fig. 1, in each case two upper
bands are high in the continuum, and the lower one is
below the continuum bottom.
The FEM σ states in the vicinity of the K point are
hybridized with the TBM σ states. Thus the E′ represen-
tation of the unoccupied bands is realized by the states
of both types8,40 (see also the next Section).
On the other hand, the FEM π states in the vicinity
of the K point have no TBM counterparts, to hybridize
with. However, the lower FEM band in the vicinity of the
K point is repelled by the upper bands. (Formally, the
upper bands exist all over the Brillouine zone, but they
come close to the lower one only in the vicinity of the
K point.) This explains why the FEM π band deviates
from the bottom of the continuum there.
III. TBM BANDS
In our previous publications8,40 we performed the sym-
metry analysis of the electron bands in the framework
of the TBM. In this Section we want to expand and to
substantiate this analysis, which make it easier the com-
parison with the symmetry analysis for the free electrons
bands. In the beginning we provide additional (to what
was presented in our previous publications8,40) group the-
ory arguments for the symmetry assignment.
To explain the message of the rest of the Section, let us
start from asking a general question: How can we know
what the symmetry of a given electron band, obtained
in the process of DFT calculation, is? One approach to
answering this question is based on compare the way the
calculated bands (taking into account all of them simul-
taneously) merge at the points Γ and K with the predic-
tions of the group theory, based on the symmetry of the
considered atomic orbitals and the graphene lattice. This
is the way we followed in our previous publications8,40.
This approach can give essential information but it has
essential limitations, apart from being heuristic. Even
if we believe that it describes correctly the symmetry at
the merging point, it does not always allow to tell which
symmetry has the particular band at the symmetry line.
The second limitation is more severe. Because of the ab-
sence of merging at the point M , we can make only a
(un)educated guess about the symmetry of a given band
at that point.
To know for sure, what the symmetry of a given band is
everywhere, one has to know not only the dispersion law,
but also the wavefunction corresponding to the band (ac-
tually the density is enough). It turns out, that, whether
at the pointM , or at the symmetry line, for a given band
one has to choose between two different representations.
To make the choice, one has to find the symmetry axis
such, that one of the representation is even with respect
to reflection about the axis, and the other is odd, and
hence the wavefunction of the band, realizing the lat-
ter reflection, is equal to zero at the axis. Such analysis
proves our previous guesses8 about the symmetry of the
bands.
Now let us recall the basics of TBM. We look for the
solution of the Schro¨dinger equation as a linear combina-
tion of the functions
ψjβ;k =
∑
Rj
eik·Rjψβ (r−Rj) , (4)
where ψβ are atomic orbitals, j = A,B labels the sub-
lattices, and Rj is the radius vector of an atom in the
sublattice j. Our TBM space includes four atomic or-
bitals: |s, p >. (Notice that we assume only symmetry
of the basis functions with respect to rotations and re-
flections; the question how these functions are related
to the atomic functions of the isolated carbon atom is
irrelevant.)
The Hamiltonian of graphene being symmetric with
respect to reflection in the graphene plane, the bands
built from the |pz > orbitals decouple from those built
from the |s, px, py > orbitals. The former are odd with
respect to reflection, the latter are even. In other words,
the former form π bands, and the latter form σ bands.
A symmetry transformation of the functions ψjβ;k is a
direct product of two transformations: the transforma-
tion of the sub-lattice functions φA,B
k
, where
φj
k
=
∑
Rj
eik·Rj , (5)
and the transformation of the orbitals ψβ . Thus the rep-
resentations realized by the functions (4) will be the di-
rect product of two representations.
4A. Γ - point
Let us start from the most symmetrical point Γ. The
functions φA,B
0
realize A1g + B1u representation of the
group D6h. The orbital |s > realizes A1g representation
of the group, |pz > realizes A2u representation, the or-
bitals |px, py > realize E1u representation. The identitity
(A1g +B1u)×A1g = A1g +B1u (6)
specifies the two σ bands constructed from |s > orbitals;
the identity
(A1g +B1u)×A2u = A2u +B2g (7)
specifies the two π bands constructed from |pz > orbitals;
the identity
(A1g +B1u)× E1u = E1u + E2g (8)
shows that there are two merging points of the σ bands
constructed from |px,y > orbitals.
Eqs. (6) - (8) explain why the band A lies below the
corresponding B band, and the degenerate bands cor-
responding to E1 representation are above those corre-
sponding to the E2 representation. In fact, the symmetry
of the band(s) with respect to exchange of the lattice sites
(the higher symmetry corresponding to the lower band39)
can be deduced from the symmetry of the representation
realized by φj
k
.
B. K - point
Now consider the point K. The functions φA,B
K
re-
alize E′ representation of the group D3h. The orbitals
|s > and |pz > realize A′1 and A′′2 representations respec-
tively, the orbitals |px, py > realize E′ representation.
The product of the representations is expanded as
E′ ×A′1 = E′
E′ ×A′′2 = E′′
E′ × E′ = A′1 + E′ +A′2.
(9)
Notice that A′1 +E
′ is the symmetric product of the rep-
resentation on itself (including, of course, the absolutely
symmetric representationA1 andA
′
2 is the antisymmetric
product37.) Taking into account these identities, we ob-
tain a band realizing A′1 representation and that realizing
A′2 representation, constructed from |px, py > orbitals,
two merging points realizing E′ representations, each of
them constructed from |s, px, py > orbitals and the merg-
ing point realizing E′′ representation, constructed from
|pz > orbitals.
On Figs. 3 -5 we present the results of the calculations
of the wave functions of the non degenerate bands at the
point K. The wave functions of the σ bands are plotted
at the plane z = 0. For the π band, the wave function is
identically equal to zero at the z = 0 plane, so we plotted
FIG. 3: (color online) Real (left) and imaginary (right)
parts of the wave function (in arbitrary units) at the
z = 0 plane for the third lowest band at K point.
FIG. 4: (color online) Real (left) and imaginary (right)
parts of the wave function (in arbitrary units) at the
z = 1 a.u. plane for the sixth lowest band at K point.
the wave function at the plane z = 1 a.u. All the Figures
are consistent with the assignments made in Fig. 1.
In our previous publication40 we presented simple
TBM interpretation of the degeneracy of the π bands
at the point K (E′′ representation). The general TBM
Hamiltonian for the π bands is
H = −
(
Ep +
∑
a
t′(a)eik·a
∑
a
t(a + δ)eik·(a+δ)∑
a
t∗(a + δ)e−ik·(a+δ) Ep +
∑
a
t′(a)eik·a
)
,
(10)
where Ep is the energy of an isolated |pz > orbital, a
is an arbitrary lattice vector. The structure of graphene
can be seen as a triangular lattice with a basis of two
atoms per unit cell, displaced from each other by any
one (fixed) vector δ connecting two sites of different sub-
lattices. From Ref.38 we get that a is a linear combination
of a1 =
a
2
(
3,
√
3
)
, a2 =
a
2
(
3,−√3) and δ can be chosen
as δ = −a (1, 0). Also K = 2pi3a
(
1, 1√
3
)
.
Consider, for example, three terms in the sum
∑
a
t(a+
δ)eik·(a+δ) corresponding to hopping between the nearest
neighbours. The hopping integral t(a + δ) is the same
for all three terms; the multiplier eik·(a+δ) takes three
values: 1, e2pii/3, e−2pii/3, ǫ = e2pii/3. Hence, due to the
identity 1+ e2pii/3 + e−2pii/3 = 0, the non-diagonal terms
in the Hamiltonian (10) disappear; hence degeneracy of
the bands.
Similar interpretation can be supplied for the degener-
acy of the σ bands at the K point. The reasoning from
5FIG. 5: (color online) Real (left) and imaginary (right)
parts of the wave function (in arbitrary units) at the
z = 0 plane for the ninth lowest band at K point.
the previous paragraph can be repeated verbatim for the
E′ representation realized by ψAs and ψ
B
s functions. The
TBM analysis of the representations realized by ψA,Bpx,y,
functions is a bit more complicated.
Let us start defining a convenient for our purpose basis
for the E representation of the group C3v realized by
|px,y > orbitals:
|pL >= |px > +ǫTˆ |px > +ǫ2Tˆ 2|px >
|pR >= |px > +ǫ2Tˆ |px > +ǫTˆ 2|px >, (11)
where Tˆ is an operator of rotation by the angle 2π/3. If
we graphically present |px > orbital by a line in the x-
direction, then the basis vectors can be presented as two
stars.
✁
✁✁
❆
❆❆ ǫ
1
ǫ2
✁
✁✁
❆
❆❆
1
ǫ2
ǫ
It is obvious that rotation of each basis vector by 2π/3
just multiplies it by ǫ (ǫ2).
Returning to our original representation we chose the
basis vectors as
ψ1 ≡ ψAL =
∑
RA
eiK·RA |pL >RA
ψ2 ≡ ψAR =
∑
RA
eik·RA |pR >RA
ψ3 ≡ ψBL =
∑
RB
eik·RB |pR >RB
ψ4 ≡ ψBR =
∑
RB
eik·RB |pR >RB ,
(12)
where | · · · >R means an orbital centered at the site R.
The Hamiltonian matrix in such basis has the form
H =


0 . . . 0 . . .
. . . 0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0 . . .
. . . 0 . . . 0

 , (13)
where we have shifted energy to H11 +Ep (Ep is the en-
ergy of an isolated |p > orbital). The elements indicated
by three dots are of no interest to us. The origin of zeros
on the diagonal of the matrix is obvious. To understand
presence of non-diagonal zeros (in a chosen basis) con-
sider, for example, the three terms in the H13 matrix
element corresponding to hopping between the nearest
neighbours. They can be graphically presented as
✁
✁
❆
❆
1
ǫ
ǫ2 ✁✁
❆
❆
1
ǫ
ǫ2
✁
✁
❆
❆
ǫ
ǫ2
1
✁
✁
❆
❆
ǫ2
1
ǫ
Again, the identity 1 + e2pii/3 + e−2pii/3 = 0 leads to the
disappearance of the matrix element. The structure of
the matrix (13) shows that its eigenvalues can be grouped
into pairs with the the same modulus and the opposite
signs. On the other hand, this structure shows that the
product of all eigenvalues is equal to zero. Hence degen-
eracy of the bands at the energy 0 (that is at the energy
H11 + Ep).
C. M - point
Finally consider the point M . The functions ψj
M
real-
ize Ag + B3u representation of the group D2h. The or-
bitals |s >, |pz >, |px > and |py > realize Ag, B1u, B3u
and B2u representations respectively. Thus the identity
(Ag +B3u)×B1u = B1u +B2g (14)
shows the symmetry of the two π bands at the point M ;
the identity
(Ag +B3u)×B2u = B2u +B1g (15)
shows the symmetry of the two σ bands constructed from
|py > orbitals, and the identities
(Ag +B3u)×B3u = B3u +Ag
(Ag +B3u)×Ag = Ag +B3u (16)
show that there are two Ag and two B3u bands con-
structed from |px > and |s > orbitals.
From analyzing the TBM38 we come to the conclusion
that the band B1u lies above the band B2g. From Eq.
(16) we come to the conclusion that, if overlapping be-
tween |px > orbitals is stronger than that between |s >
orbitals, the lowest band at the point M realizes B3u
reprezentation.
On Figs. 6 -10 we present the results of the calcula-
tions of the wave functions of the occupied and the lowest
unoccupied bands at the point M . The wave functions
of the σ bands are plotted at the plane z = 0. For the
π bands, the wave function is identically equal to zero at
the z = 0 plane, so we plotted the wave function at the
plane z = 1 a.u.
6For the lowest (at the pointM) band the wave function
is equal to zero along the y - axis, which corresponds
to the representation B3u. (Because the wave function
is antisymmetric with respect to reflection, it should be
equal to zero at the axis of reflection.) The wave function
of the next band is different from zero everywhere at the
plane, which is consistent with the representation Ag.
The wave function of the third band is equal to zero at
the x -axis, which corresponds to the representation B2u.
For the forth band the wave function is equal to zero
along the y - axis, which corresponds to the representa-
tion B2g. The wave function of the first unoccupied band
is different from zero everywhere at the plane z = 1 a.u.,
which is consistent with the representation B1u.
FIG. 6: (color online) Real (left) and imaginary (right)
parts of the wave function (in arbitrary units) at the
z = 0 plane for the lowest band at M point.
FIG. 7: (color online) Real (left) and imaginary (right)
parts of the wave function (in arbitrary units) at the
z = 0 plane for the second lowest band at M point.
FIG. 8: (color online) Real (left) and imaginary (right)
parts of the wave function (in arbitrary units) at the
z = 0 plane for the third lowest band at M point.
FIG. 9: (color online) Real (left) and imaginary (right)
parts of the wave function (in arbitrary units) at the
z = 1 a.u. plane for the forth lowest band at M point.
FIG. 10: (color online) Real (left) and imaginary
(right) parts of the wave function (in arbitrary units) at
the z = 1 a.u. plane for the fifth lowest band at M
point.
D. Γ −K −M - lines
The symmetry of the band(s) at the symmetry point
determines the symmetry of the band(s) at the symmetry
lines containing this point36,37. At the line Γ − K −M
the functions φA,B
k
realize A1 +B1 representation of the
group C2v. The orbital |pz > realizes B2 representation.
From the identities B2×A1 = B2, B2×B1 = A2 we come
to the conclusion that the lower band should realize B2
representation. At the line Γ − M the functions φA,B
k
realize twice A1 representation of the group C2v. The
orbital |pz > generalizes B2 representation. From the
identity B2 × A1 = B2 we obtain that both π bands
realize B2 representation.
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7C2v E C2 σv σ
′
v
D2 E C
z
2 C
y
2
Cx2
A1; z A 1 1 1 1
B2; y B3;x 1 −1 −1 1
A2 B1; z 1 1 −1 −1
B1; x B2; y 1 −1 1 −1
TABLE I: Character table for irreducible
representations of C2v and D2 point groups
D6 E C2 2C3 2C6 3U2 3U
′
2
D3h E σ 2C3 2S3 3U2 3σv
A1 A
′
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
A2 A
′
2 1 1 1 1 −1 −1
B1 A
′′
1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1
B2 A
′′
2 1 −1 1 −1 −1 1
E2 E
′ 2 2 −1 −1 0 0
E1 E
′′ 2 −2 −1 1 0 0
TABLE II: Character table for irreducible
representations of D6 and D3h point groups
IV. APPENDIX
For convenience of the reader in we reproduce charac-
ter tables for the groups used in the paper37 (Tables I
and II).
The characters of the groupsD2h andD6h are obtained
using the relations D2h = D2 × Ci and D6h = D6 × Ci,
where Ci is the inversion group.
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